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Background and Participation
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• Survey created and hosted by NWCA Board

• Open to all neighborhood residents, 18+ from Feb 4-12, 2022

• Promoted on listserv, and printed brochures delivered to every home

• 111 final responses, representing 99 households

• Every street in neighborhood represented in results, save the one NW house on Linden Lane

• All results anonymized

• Questions included:

• One mandatory assessment of Thrive as a whole (n=111)

• Optional assessments of six Thrive objectives as modified by County Council (n=98-100)

• Optional written comments (n=46)



Executive Summary
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• A majority of participants was favorable overall 
• See top chart, left
• If we remove Neutral and Don’t know answers, 

the ratio becomes 68% : 32%
• Details on Slide 4

• A rather larger majority favored the six Thrive 
goals identified by the County
• Aggregate chart at bottom left
• Percentages varied by question, however
• Details on Slides 5 through 10

• About 40% of the participants left comments
• About half the commenters had marked 

themselves opposed to Thrive
• Among commenters surveying in favor of Thrive, 

many qualified that support via comments
• All comments are appended, starting on Slide 1179%
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Results: Overall Assessment of Thrive
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Goal 1: Corridor-oriented Growth
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Goal 2: East County Equity
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Goal 3: Walk – Bike – Transit 
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Goal 4: Connectedness & Health
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Goal 5: Arts & Culture
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Goal 6: Environmental Sustainability
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Q12 Optional: Other comments to share with the community and board?
Answered: 46 Skipped: 65

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Most of the goals articulated in Thrive are excellent. The vision, however, does not move us
closer to those goals. ADUs and multihousehold rental units, eg, do nothing to offer
generational wealth-building to communities excluded by redlining, etc. Even if green space
were added in dense areas (it isn’t - roofs are not the same and we continue to install plastic
turf fields at schools even as we congratulate ourselves on green roofs), it does little for
residents if it is corporate-owned and Thrive does nothing to address that. Predetermining the
corridors around existing highways doesn’t address the lack of transit options. We need transit
and services brought to existing communities - the transportation policies don’t do that. The
transportation policies do a poor job of recognizing needs of households with young children
and only a middling job re needs of seniors and mobility-impaired persons, which is not
reconciled with the concerns Thrive expresses about integrating housing that works for those
residents. Several time-focused goals (eg 15 or 30 minute to X) are at odds with mode-focused
goals (eg, walking, cycling) and not reconciled. Push for public art is a great idea. Approach to
school space needs is at odds with several MCPS visions or consistent practices that have
proved inflexible, indicating concerning lack of coordination. Concerns re housing prices as %
of income are valid, but not mindful that the county itself does not offer many professionals a
living wage, so perhaps the issue is better attacked from the other direction. Median income is
usually a valid metric, but in MoCo particularly, quintiles are necessary to understanding the
disparities generally and especially by census tract. Many concerns expressed in Thrive are
misplaced in an era of increasing telework and digital connectivity - for example defining “over-
housed” fails to account for the movement to virtual work and virtual school. Totally agree on
the need to enable co-housing, though, and larger units in multihousehold buildings - that’s a
bright spot. Would be nice to see more attention given to conversion of existing structures
instead of maintaining the teardown-build mentality MoCo generally takes. It’s mentioned, but
dismissed - as someone whose elementary and junior high schools are both now housing, I
find this area lacks imagination. Long story short - social concerns are laudable, identification
of problems is pretty good, recommended approaches not so much.

2/12/2022 10:25 PM

2 I read the entire document. -Although walking/biking/rolling is ideal, must include adequate
parking options for those whose disabilities necessitate driving. -Need some sort of control so
that the result is truly the mix of housing the planners envision, rather than entire
neighborhoods being rapidly turned into multiplex tracts due to development pressure. Just as
development pressure has replaced streets of modest homes with McMansions in Bethesda
for example. Money is a powerful force. -We need robust protections for mature trees. All the
talk about sustainability is great but if those old trees come down due to construction, it will
take 50 years to replace them. Developers should work around them when possible. Not just
remove them and pay into a fund. My father lives in London, England, a very urban
environment. It requires heroic effort to obtain permission to remove a mature tree there and
rightly so. -Preserve existing pocket parks like the three we have. Again nice talk about wildlife
corridors in the document but what I have seen living here for 23 years is relentless wildlife
habitat loss. Infill is good but let's not build every last square inch so that we can still see
some birds, butterflies, and foxes without having to travel to a park or the ag reserve.

2/12/2022 9:58 PM

3 "attainable housing" will just increase density & cram more housing into our single-family home
neighborhood. Multifamily housing should only be built near commercial areas, not in the
middle of neighorhoods.

2/12/2022 8:20 PM

4 I think Thrive has a lot of feel-good concepts, but is practically-speaking going to benefit
developers, make Silver Spring very dense while sparing other parts of the county, and will not
actually make housing more affordable. I would want to see new elements in the plan which
would put more multi-family housing in the western part of the county and make areas like
River Road more walkable. Our area has the lowest tree coverage in the county. Greater
density puts us in the wrong direction for tree coverage. There is nothing in Thrive which
addresses the effects of lower parking requirements on car or the impact on schools and roads
of higher population density. I am opposed to changes in our current zoning which I understand

2/12/2022 8:18 PM
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is not part of Thrive, but Thrive would be used as an argument for the changes. Also, the
census data shows that our neighborhood is getting steadily more diverse, which reflects
changes in society generally. I think that's great and it shows we don't need Thrive to make
that happen. As for housing cost, people can find great deals in PG County if living close-in is
a goal. And, there are many teachers and public servants living in our neighborhood now.

5 Thrive - in and of itself - does not rezone local neighborhoods. It establishes a directional
framework for other efforts, studies and master planning that will undermine the current
neighborhood’s character. The recent Georgia Ave planning effort put a target on Snider’s,
waiting on a developer willing to play long ball. The Purple line has worked out ao well - not -
for those who enjoyed the trail that will never come back.

2/12/2022 7:10 PM

6 I am concerned that concentrating growth only in the “east county growth corridors” will
exacerbate already growing differences in income and quality of life in the county. It depends
how much diversity and equity there is in the implementation of this plan, and how
development priorities are applied in each area of the county’s broad network of metro and
transportation links. Currently, Silver Spring/Takoma Park area is already heavily developed as
an urban center and densely populated. I hope we can truly prioritize environmental protection
of the remaining beautiful parkland, trees and natural landscape in this part of the county to
ensure that it remains there for future generations.

2/12/2022 3:27 PM

7 Concerned about how evenly this would be applied across the several areas identified and I am
in opposition to the idea this should be concentrated east of Rock Creek.

2/12/2022 3:15 PM

8 I agree with the plan's overall goals and some of the specifics (e.g., environmental
sustainability and walkability). But it seems very oriented toward encouraging greater density
and growth in the East County and along the 270 corridor while de-emphasizing growth in the
western parts of the county. This seems inequitable and could lead to eastern part of the
county bearing the brunt of the downsides that come with increased housing and economic
density (ie., traffic, school overcrowding, less open space). If neighborhoods have to change
for the sake of making housing more accessible, then everyone in the county should have to
share in those changes.

2/12/2022 11:52 AM

9 I am strongly opposed to the Jawanda amendment. 2/12/2022 10:32 AM

10 I am concerned that certain parts of the county (e.g., potomac, wider Bethesda, Gaithersburg,
Germantown, Chevy Chade) will not have to incorporate more and denser housing because
they will opt out or use their political clout to get an exception to more and denser housing. I
am also concerned about already overcrowded schools in the downcounty area. Will Thrive
have an impact on school capital projects to advocate for school construction in denser areas?

2/12/2022 9:41 AM

11 #7: I think racial and economic equity should be key in west county corridors as well. 2/12/2022 7:49 AM

12 I believe that the issues in our county is not in silver spring but in Bethesda, Rockville and
Potomac.

2/11/2022 7:56 PM

13 The idea that affordable housing for *every resident* is a 'basic human right' is utopian.
Wouldn't that idea commit the county to be the 'houser of last resort' for every person in the
country, or even the world, given that anyone can enter the county and thus become one of our
residents? Let's try to keep our goals reasonable and achievable.

2/11/2022 7:04 PM

14 I read the Thrive 2050 draft over the course of a few days, and found it largely overwhelming.
My overall impression with the document is: how would this realistically be used by those in
charge of evaluating proposals or determining progress towards the document's goals?
Ultimately my takeaway after all the reading is that the document is largely a feel-good piece,
with only a few critical components that will actually impact development in our county for the
next 30 years.

2/11/2022 5:36 PM

15 I fear that this is way to get more density in our area while preserving it in Western county
areas. Our traffic is going to be negatively impacted. I hoped that some of the transportation
projects would help us , instead they serve to let increased density in our area. The many new
rental units in downtown silver spring are not "low rent " and more there is not going to bring
down rents. Why can't the state, county and planning boards wait until some of the
improvements on things like the Georgia Ave Corridor , the Purple line, or schools to be
finished before making lasting zoning changes. I feel that this policy would negatively impact
our community.

2/11/2022 1:03 PM

16 I just don’t want anymore development. I don’t feel our schools can handle that kind of growth. 2/11/2022 9:58 AM
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17 I am concerned about giving developers free range--they don't tend to build for middle-income
or low-income people. I'm also concerned about historic preservation--keeping our bungalows
and the feel of the neighborhood, its walkability and friendly porches. Finally, I'm very
concerned about biking/walking safety and last but not least by any means, climate change--
particularly focusing on transportation improvements to lower carbon emissions--and general
environmental protection, including our streams and trees.

2/11/2022 8:47 AM

18 I wish to amend my earlier answer of neutral to strongly in favor of Thrive. [Done] 2/10/2022 11:36 AM

19 SFH lots rezoned for multi-family housing don't always lead to more accessible housing when
the resulting housing is "luxury" (ie, one single-family home rezoned for 3 units each selling for
$700k+). I would hope for guidance ensuring that multi-family housing options are also truly
affordable.

2/9/2022 9:46 PM

20 1. Any increase in population and housing density should be equally spread in the eastern and
western parts of the county. 2. Building of multi-family housing in R60 (single-family)
neighborhoods should NOT become "at will." Each one should require specific approval from
the county so neighborhoods like ours don't become crowded with apartments.

2/9/2022 5:48 PM

21 I wish Thrive was more aggressively addressing both environment/climate change and equity
but it's a start.

2/9/2022 3:25 PM

22 These overall goals are hard to argue with. The challenge is in how they are achieved and what
tradeoffs are needed. I see a couple of major challenges. One is that while the Thrive plan
takes some steps to address issues like access to attainable housing, it is much less than a
comprehensive approach that will address this problem. That can put communities in the
position of having to give up things or make difficult changes for a plan that may not do that
much to address the bigger problems. Secondly, it IS about change, and it is hard to see how
we accommodate our housing and equity and environmental goals without people living with
changes. I think that means that communities like NW have to accommodate some changes
in what our neighborhood looks like. Based on what i know so far, I support the Thrive plan
because it is moving in the right direction, because everyone will have to change in service to
an overall change, and in spite of its being less than a full solution.

2/9/2022 1:49 PM

23 The THRIVE Plan would put the separate Zoning Text Amendment on a glide path to future
adoption. That would destroy the meaning of R-60 single-family housing in North Woodside and
every neighborhood within a 1 mile radius of metro. Therefore, I oppose the THRIVE Plan and
any plan to adopt an R-60 zoning text amendment that would allow "by right" multi-family
dwelling in present R-60 zoning. That would be a developers dream, but a nightmare for
everyone who appreciates the current single-family way of life.

2/9/2022 12:52 PM

24 Our roads are congested and dangerous. There are inadequate flow patterns, speed control,
and our neighborhoods impassable at times. Neighborhoods serve as speeding cut throughs.
There is limited parking and basic services such as food shopping and conveniences. Many
were destroyed for the purple line and where do people walk to and bike to now? More growth
needs to be discouraged until the infrastructure is replanned and basic life services restored to
this area.

2/9/2022 12:44 PM

25 It is all in the implementation. These are great aspirations. But the plan leaves out the agency
of County, residents and developers. Need better buy in for community if to truly achieve
goals.

2/9/2022 11:50 AM

26 concerned that there is going to be a disproportionate impact in Silver spring and that the
wealthier areas like Bethesda won't be touched by these changes

2/9/2022 10:37 AM

27 Q 7. My answer reflects the emphasis on EAST County (And the obvious emphasis on South-
East county). The competitiveness seems a good thing for SS but does no other part of MoCo
need similar goals? If the plan were county wide, my answer to Q 7 would be on the favorable
end of the boxes.

2/9/2022 10:15 AM

28 As shown in the census map of the 2050 plan, this part of Montgomery County is the most
diverse in the county and is extremely population dense. I believe that because the county has
been fairly stagnant in revenue growth, the zoning rules for this area must be one of the less
challenging ones to change. As a senior resident, I find it harder to remain with the increasing
large property assessment evaluations which will result in an uptick in taxes. Why are other
road corridors not being used for this vision of growth? Again, zoning for this kind of
revitalization must be easier to put through in this part of the county.

2/7/2022 8:09 PM
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29 Silver Spring already has high density that other neighborhoods don't have. Houses in
Bethesda, Rockville, Germantown and Chevy Chase have huge yards and large beautiful
landscaping with super low densities and they should catch up with Silver Spring first before
adding more houses in Silver Spring. So many clowns and lairs pretending to be politically
correct but dare not tell the truth.

2/7/2022 1:00 AM

30 The goals are so vague as to be meaningless. More pointedly, the proposed zoning changes
are the least efficient, most destructive manner of increasing housing. Desirable single family
homes will gradually be replaced by less-desirable two- or three-unit rental properties. Homes
already too expensive to convert will become still more expensive. Owner-occupied single
family housing stock will dwindle and become further out of reach for those already struggling
to acquire property. Wealth will become increasingly concentrated in already unattainable
neighborhoods. The total number of additional units generated would be a fraction of the
number created in a single high rise apartment building. If the goal is simply to lower housing
prices by increasing housing stock, build more high rises accessible to existing transit
corridors and leave established neighborhoods alone.

2/6/2022 11:44 PM

31 I agree the plan could go further but it's a fantastic start 2/6/2022 10:39 PM

32 I was hoping for a question specifically addressing how North Woodside residents feel about
potential re-zoning away from single family housing. That seems to be the "meat" of the issue
and it seems to have been ignored in this survey.

2/6/2022 9:04 PM

33 I am fine with creating affordable house around the edge of North Woodside (i.e. such as the
parking area across from Sniders} would be fine but I do not believing allowing builders to turn
North Woodside into a neighborhood of duplexes would be good for the neighborhood nor would
it make housing more affordable.

2/6/2022 2:46 PM

34 I really don't know what these "really" mean, when translated into actual changes in our
neighborhood. They all seem unobjectionable, but the listserve discussion suggests
controversy lies below these platitudes.

2/6/2022 2:15 PM

35 Targeting areas for density and compact development is a fine concept. But excluding the
western part of the county--where the suburban homeowners are wealthier and whiter--for such
development is terrible. Also, maintaining and conserving natural areas is exceptionally
important and Montgomery County is best served with development plans that keep trees in
place, instead of tearing them down. One look at the Woodlin site, or the purple line site, is all
you need to understand that.

2/6/2022 10:22 AM

36 I have seen nothing that supports the building of affordable housing. The lots in the
neighborhood are small and could not support any structure other than a single family house or
duplex. If a lot is being purchased and a house has to be torn down, then the developer is
going to build a new structure that would sell for a higher price than the house that was torn
down in order to make a profit.

2/6/2022 7:44 AM

37 The demand for housing is here, and it’s impossible to stop. The only decision we have is
whether to grow smartly or stick our heads in the sand.

2/5/2022 7:14 PM

38 I feel these comments are strongly biased toward choosing between diversity or NIMBYism.
The survey does not take into account that the "targeted"areas are already some of the most
diverse and densely populated in the county. Why are we not looking to create more
"affordable housing " in other areas of the county. Making Georgia Ave a super highway when
it is already strained and making Second Ave a primary road effectively cutting off and
isolating the North Woodside Community. This looks like a plan is to remove communities and
replace with high density housing so developers can make more money. It is not a well
conceived plan looking at preserving and helping existing communities near downtown SS.
With no support structure - will we have more homelessness, more crime and funds to support
the growth and needs of the community. Silver Spring has always been proud of being diverse
- but we need more support to deal with the issues in our community - not more people in an
already overcrowded area of the county.

2/5/2022 5:28 PM

39 We need to emphasize integration of different socio-economic levels in housing (and
employment opportunities). Developers are interested in profits, not in the creation of mixed-
income neighborhoods -- government and regulation can hold back their worst impulses. I'd like
to see more practical and specific proposals for greater density that enable single-family
neighborhoods with trees and garden space to be preserved as they are among the reasons
that MC is valued as a place to live.

2/5/2022 4:11 PM
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40 Am not in favor of more density in this area. Our corner of the county has had plenty of density
for much longer than other parts of the county. I'd rather see that density distributed across to
those parts.

2/5/2022 4:01 PM

41 The pandemic work from home development means that we don’t have to cram even more
housing around DC. I disagree with the idea of leaving the agriculture preserve an untouched
space for rich, white peoples to raise horses or operate wineries and breweries while the
densely occupied Downcounty should be where all the density, diversity and equity takes
place. Adopt one approach for the county without exceptions.

2/5/2022 2:14 PM

42 All of these are viable goals. What the plan doesn’t offer is the “how” of getting to these goals.
That is where my concerns lie.

2/5/2022 1:44 PM

43 My only concern has to do with increasing population density in North Woodside. I sense the
move is to do so because of the purple line and the enlarged Woodlin school. This will cause
traffic problems. Thanks.

2/4/2022 3:14 PM

44 We're of the view that the R60 zoning change would be very harmful for our neighborhood, and
hope the board will either oppose it or not offer an opinion on behalf of North Woodside.

2/4/2022 2:35 PM

45 I am still in the process of educating myself about this initiative, but I would like the county to
do everything possible to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions and promote greater diversity
in our neighborhoods.

2/4/2022 1:43 PM

46 11. Focusing growth in targeted areas?: Manipulative question. Are we the target? 10. Quality
of place as integral to economic health? Depends on one's perspective of quality. Does
economic health mean unchecked growth in MC? 9.If social connectedness and health in land
use planning is found in the connectedness and outlandish project of the Purple Line / exTalbot
Bridge, then THRIVE cannot be trusted to do the right thing. 8.Walking biking.........GOOD.
Transit is not walking and biking. 7. Racial equity already exists in most of MC. Let us not
continue to present the East of the county as the only and forever option. Move your focus to
the Western part of the county and thus the thrust of Thrive will find the outlet it needs. 6.
Maintaining constrained growth is sort of like attainable but not affordable housing? And what
and where are these growth corridors? 5.?

2/4/2022 12:18 PM


